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Abstract
When the TCR is formed in the thymus, fragments of DNA are excised from the T cell progenitor chromosome. These TCR
rearrangement excision circles (TRECs) are stable, are not replicated in cell division and are therefore most frequent in naive T cells
that have recently left the thymus. During life, the average TREC content of peripheral naive T cells decreases between one and two
orders of magnitude in humans. It is generally believed that the age-dependent decrease in the production of naive T cells by the
thymus is sufﬁcient to explain the decrease in the TREC content. Here, we demonstrate that this decrease in thymic production is
required, but it is not sufﬁcient to explain the TREC data. Only if the decrease in thymic output is compensated by homeostasis can
one explain the decrease in the TREC content. The homeostatic response can take two forms: when the total number of naive T cells
declines, there could be an increase in the renewal rate or an increase of the average cellular lifespan.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
TCR rearrangement excision circles (TRECs) are
circular DNA fragments, which are excised in the
process of lymphocyte chromosome rearrangement during the development from progenitor to mature T cell
in the thymus (Douek et al., 1998). TRECs are not
replicated in cell division, but are divided randomly over
the two daughter cells. The average TREC content of
T cells can be measured by speciﬁc PCR, and was shown
to decrease almost 100-fold during a normal human
lifetime in different kinds of T cells (Douek et al., 1998,
2001; Jamieson et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999). Since
these studies measure TRECs in the total T cell
population, and memory cells have much lower TREC
numbers (Douek et al., 2001; Lewin et al., 2002), these
observations can be confounded by a shift in the
fractions of naive and memory cells over a person’s
lifetime (Fagnoni et al., 2000). The most conclusive
data therefore is the study by Poulin et al. (1999),
who ﬁnd that the average TREC content per
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CD4þ CD45RAþ CD62Lþ naive T cell decreases more
than ten-fold from 20- to 80-year olds. A similar
decrease was reported by Douek et al. (2001), who
measured TREC levels in sorted CD4þ T cells and,
assuming that memory cells have a negligible contribution to the total TREC numbers, computed TRECs per
CD4þ CD45RO CD27high naive T cell.
Originally, assessment of the TREC content of the
naive population was developed as an indicator of the
production of recent thymic emigrants (RTEs, Douek
et al., 1998). Because RTEs have the highest TREC
levels, the decline in the TREC content with age is
thought to reﬂect the age-related thymic involution
(Steinmann et al., 1985). We will here conﬁrm that a
decrease in thymic production is required to explain the
decrease in the average TREC content of naive T cells
during life, but we will also show that it is not sufﬁcient.
A decrease in thymic output decreases the inﬂux of RTE
with high TREC content, but this alone does not
inﬂuence the average TREC content of the naive
population. The only way the TREC content of a naive
T cell can decrease is by division of the cell or
intracellular degradation of the TREC. Here, we show
that the decrease in the average TREC content of the
naive population is determined by the decreasing thymic
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output, homeostatically countered by renewal and/or an
increased lifespan of naive T cells.
Whereas the function of the thymus decreases
exponentially with age over two orders of magnitude
(Steinmann et al., 1985), naive T cell numbers decrease
much less with life. Fagnoni et al. (2000) have used a
new marker for the naive T cell phenotype, CD95, and
show that the numbers of circulating CD4þ and CD8þ
naive T cells decrease less than ten-fold from youngsters
to centenarians. Because the thymic production decreases 100-fold, this ﬁnding implies that naive T cell
numbers are regulated homeostatically. However, it is
unclear how this homeostasis is brought about. Theoretically, there are two possible mechanisms: a densitydependent renewal rate or a density-dependent death
rate for the naive compartment (i.e. an increased
proliferation rate or a decreased death rate when naive
T cell numbers drop).
Division of naive T cells is a controversial issue. The
classic view is that stimulation by the cognate antigen is
the only way for naive T cells to proliferate, and that the
process rapidly changes the phenotype of the cell from
naive to memory. Recent evidence, however, suggests
that naive T cells also readily divide when the cell
numbers are severely depleted (e.g. after sublethal
irradiation in mice; (Bender et al., 1999; Cho et al.,
2000; Goldrath et al., 2000; Goldrath and Bevan, 1999;
Kieper and Jameson, 1999; Marrack et al., 2000)). It
remains unclear whether this process of depletioninduced proliferation actually contributes to homeostasis of the naive pool, since the expanding T cells
typically obtain speciﬁc memory characteristics (Surh
and Sprent, 2000; Cho et al., 2000).
The percentage of dividing naive CD4þ T cells
(as deﬁned by the expression of the Ki-67 nuclear
antigen) is increased when naive T cell numbers are
low (Hazenberg et al., 2000b), e.g. in Dutch HIVþ
patients and healthy HIV Ethiopians (Hazenberg et al.,
2000a). These fractions are so high (e.g. 10%) that the
naive pool would be rapidly depleted if all Ki-67þ naive
T cells were to obtain a memory phenotype. Thus, it
remains an open question whether truly naive T cells
divide, and whether this is regulated by homeostatic
renewal.
The only other option for homeostasis is densitydependent regulation of the death rate. Freitas and
Rocha (2000) stress that the maintenance of naive T cells
in the periphery requires continuous TCR engagement
by MHC molecules. Although Clarke and Rudensky
(2000) argue that engagement of MHC molecules does
not play an important role in the short term, they do
admit that it is important in situations where naive cells
survive for prolonged periods. Thus, competition by
naive cells for survival signals from MHC molecules
could act as a simple mechanism bringing about densitydependent cellular lifespans.

In this paper, we study a series of mathematical
models that describe the kinetics of naive T cells
and average TREC content on the basis of these
possible presumptions. We compute the TREC
frequencies in naive T cells throughout life for different
scenarios for cell proliferation and cell death. We
extend our previous work (Hazenberg et al., 2000a) by
treating density-dependent proliferation and densitydependent death separately, and show that either of
these mechanisms can explain the decline of the TREC
content with age. In the total absence of density
dependence, i.e. homeostasis, a decline in thymic
production with age is not affecting the TREC content
of naive T cells.

2. Analyses
2.1. Model
We develop a mathematical model of two ordinary
differential equations describing the dynamics of naive
T cells N (either CD4þ or CD8þ T cells) and the total
number of TRECs T in the naive T cell population
(Hazenberg et al., 2000a). Production of RTEs in the
thymus is represented by parameter sðtÞ; and rðNÞ is the
renewal term. Setting rðNÞ ¼ 0; we can study naive
T cells without renewal. The cells are removed from
the naive compartment at rate dðNÞ; which represents
cell death plus priming by antigen (the latter changes the
cells to the memory phenotype). For the total number of
naive T cells, we therefore write
dN
¼ sðtÞ þ rðNÞN  dðNÞN:
ð1Þ
dt
In the equation that describes the dynamics of the total
number of TRECs T in the naive T cell population, c is
the TREC level of an RTE. TRECs disappear from the
population by intracellular degradation at rate dI ; or,
together with their host cell, by death or antigenic
priming at rate dðNÞ: In cell division, the TRECs are not
replicated, and are randomly divided over the two
daughter cells, so the total number of TRECs in the
naive population is not affected by the renewal
parameter rðNÞ:
dT
¼ csðtÞ  ðdðNÞ þ dI ÞT:
dt

ð2Þ

Since the experimental data suggest the average number
of TRECs per naive T cell decreases with age, we rewrite
Eq. (2) in terms of the average A ¼ T=N (Hazenberg
et al., 2000a), i.e.
dA sðtÞ
¼
ðc  AÞ  ðdI þ rðNÞÞA:
ð3Þ
dt
N
If the dynamics of the T cells and of the average TREC
levels are much faster than the slow thymic involution of
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sðtÞ; A will approach a quasi-steady state (QSS)
c
:
A% ¼
1 þ ðN=sðtÞÞðdI þ rðNÞÞ

ð4Þ

This QSS expression conﬁrms the argumentation that in
the absence of intracellular degradation and naive T cell
renewal (i.e. dI þ rðNÞ ¼ 0 in Eq. (4)), there is no decline
in the average TREC content, i.e. A% ¼ c (Hazenberg
et al., 2000a).
2.2. Parameters
We will consider two different models in this paper.
The ‘‘Renewal Model’’ contains density-dependent
renewal of naive T cells, and a ﬁxed death and priming
rate. The ‘‘Death Model’’ contains density-dependent
death, and either no renewal or a ﬁxed renewal rate.
The thymic output sðtÞ is an exponentially decreasing
function of age t with a constant exponential rate v
(Steinmann et al., 1985):
sðtÞ ¼ s0 evt :

ð5Þ

The density-dependent renewal rate rðNÞ in the Renewal
Model can be modelled by a sigmoid Hill function with
steepness parameter k: The value of rðNÞ is halfmaximum when N ¼ h; and has a maximum r0 ; which
is approached when cell numbers are low. By setting
k ¼ 0; the renewal rate can be made non-homeostatic:
r0
rðNÞ ¼
:
ð6Þ
1 þ ðN=hÞk
In the Death Model, the rate of death increases with
increasing naive T cell numbers. A possible way to
model this is
dðNÞ ¼ d0 ðeNÞm :

ð7Þ

The death rate can be made independent of the cell
density by setting m ¼ 0: By Eq. (7), dðNÞ approaches
zero if N-0 (if m > 0), allowing the cells to live forever;
however, in our simulations the naive cell numbers are
never in the very low range.
The parameters are adjusted such that for all
proliferation and renewal terms, the models give the
same steady state for a healthy 30-year-old individual.
On the basis of blood T cell numbers, blood volume and
the percentage of T cells residing in the blood, Clark
et al. (1999) calculate that a human adult has of the
order of 1011 naive CD4þ and CD8þ T lymphocytes. To
get dðNÞ ¼ d0 at N% ¼ 1011 cells, we scale the homeostatic
death function by setting e ¼ 1011 =cell:
The TREC content of thymocytes does not change
with age (Jamieson et al., 1999). Throughout life, naive
T cells therefore leave the thymus with the same average
TREC content. Because thymocytes divide after rearranging the TCR, most novel T cells emigrating from
the thymus contain no TRECs. For example, Ye and
Kirschner (2002) estimate an average TREC content of
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0:118 TREC=cell from published data (Douek et al.
1998). The c parameter of our model also represents the
average TREC content of a naive T cell emigrating from
the thymus (i.e. RTE in the strictest sense of the word).
Below we will show that the c parameter can removed by
appropriate scaling. Thus, representing our results in
terms of c (see Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 4(b) and (e)), we do not
need a numerical estimate for c:
At low naive T cell counts, a maximum of 10% of the
naive T cells was found to express Ki-67 (Hazenberg
et al., 2000a). It is difﬁcult to link this percentage
directly to the renewal rate, because estimates of the
duration of the cell division process range from 6 h to 3
days. Taking one division per day as a gross estimate, we
set r0 ¼ 0:1=day as our maximum proliferation rate (i.e.
up to 10% of our T cells completes the division cycle in a
day). Because the exponent of the involuting thymus
vE0:05=year throughout life (Steinmann et al., 1985),
we need to set s0 ¼ 4:48  108 cells=day to obtain the
estimated thymic output of sð30 yearsÞ ¼ 108 cells=day
in a healthy 30-year-old adult (Clark et al., 1999).
We incorporate the average turnover of a naive T cell,
which is about 1000 days (Clark et al, 1999), by setting
the normal death and priming rate dðNj30 years Þ ¼
0:001=day in the Death Model, and the normal renewal
rate rðNj30 years Þ ¼ 0:001=day in the Renewal Model.
We obtain rðNj30 years Þ ¼ 0:001=day for different values
of the steepness parameter k by tuning h
(h ¼ 1:01  109 cells for k ¼ 1 to h ¼ 3:17  1010 cells
for k ¼ 4). This value of rðNÞ requires that the death
and priming rate is ﬁxed at dðNÞ ¼ 0:002=day in the
Renewal Model.
2.3. Homeostasis is necessary
We will start by investigating a model without
homeostasis. Eq. (4) shows that we need at least renewal
or intracellular degradation of TRECs to allow the
average TREC levels to drop, so in this model we allow
for a non-homeostatic renewal at rate r; and intracellular degradation dI : The cell death and antigenic
priming occurs at rate d: The naive lymphocyte
population will approach
N% ¼

sðtÞ
:
dr

ð8Þ

Substitution of N% into the general QSS solution of the
average TRECs (Eq. (4)) yields
c
A% ¼
:
ð9Þ
1 þ ðdI þ rÞ=ðd  rÞ
The average TREC content of the naive T cells therefore
goes to a ﬁxed level, which is independent of the thymic
output sðtÞ; and is only determined by the (ﬁxed)
renewal and death rates (Hazenberg et al., 2000a). This
result is independent of the values of the parameters r; d
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2.4. Homeostatic renewal
First, we will assume that homeostasis is brought
about by the adjustment of the renewal rate of naive
T cells. As we have shown previously (Hazenberg et al.,
2000a), homeostatic renewal can easily account for a
realistic decrease in the average TREC content of the
naive T cells. We generalize this Renewal Model here,
studying different values of the homeostasis parameter k
(see Eq. (6)), while keeping the death and/or antigenic
priming rate non-homeostatic ðm ¼ 0Þ:
We study the model numerically, because the homeostatic rðNÞ term is too complicated for analytical
solution. By changing the steepness parameter k in the
renewal function (Eq. (6)), we can increase the strength
of homeostasis from zero ðk ¼ 0Þ to very strong (k
large). Fig. 1 shows the inﬂuence of k on the renewal
rate functions. Only at very low N does the number of
dividing cells approach 10% (i.e. rðNÞ ¼ 0:1=dayÞ;
which was the maximum level of naive T cells expressing
Ki-67 (Hazenberg, et al., 2000a). For a normal healthy
adult, with N ¼ 1011 cells, the values for rðNÞ are much
lower, realistically close to the levels found in vivo
(Hazenberg et al., 2000b).

In Fig. 2, the two top panels show the naive T cells
and their average TREC content vs. age for several
values of the steepness parameter k: To make the models
with different values of k equivalent, we adjust h (i.e. the
naive count at which renewal is half-maximum), so that
N% ¼ 1011 at 30 years of age. Eq. (4) already proved that
a decrease in the average TREC content requires that
there is renewal or intracellular degradation ðrðNÞ þ
dI > 0Þ: Since in this model rðNÞ > 0; we can neglect
intracellular degradation ðdI ¼ 0=dayÞ: This assumption
has only a quantitative inﬂuence on the results: the
major effect of dI is to shift the A-curve in Fig. 2(b)
downwards (not shown). Because in all cases the cell
numbers remain high relative to h; the differences
12

10

k=1
k=2
k=4
N

or dI : Thus, the model shows that the continued decline
in the average number of TRECs per cell with age
(Poulin et al., 1999; Douek et al., 2001) cannot be
observed in a system without homeostasis, even if dI þ
r > 0: As a consequence, renewal and/or death rates of
naive T cells have to be density-dependent. This is the
main point of this paper. Finally, note that the c
parameter merely scales the average TREC content. We
next extend our previous work (Hazenberg et al., 2000a)
by studying the two different possible mechanisms of
homeostasis, renewal and death, separately.
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Fig. 1. Density-dependence of the renewal rate rðNÞ for different
values of k ranging from 1 to 4. For illustrative purposes, h ¼
2:5  1010 cells here, which differs slightly from the values of this
parameter in the simulations in Fig. 2. r0 ¼ 0:1=day: Note that the
horizontal axis has a logarithmic scale.

Fig. 2. The totals N (a), average TREC content A (b) and renewal rate
rðNÞ (c) of naive T cells in ageing individuals with increasing strength
of the homeostatic renewal rate: k ranges from 1 (weak homeostasis) to
4 (strong homeostasis). Parameters: s0 ¼ 4:48  108 cells=day; v ¼
0:05=year; r0 ¼ 0:1=day; dI ¼ 0=day; dðNÞ ¼ 0:002=day: To obtain a
naive count of 1011 cells in a 30-year old, the value of h was chosen
such that the renewal rate in a 30-year old rðNj30 years Þ ¼ 0:001=day:
h1 ¼ 1:01  109 cells; h2 ¼ 1:01  1010 cells; h4 ¼ 3:17  1010 cells:
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in rðNÞ are only minor (see Fig. 2(c)). Hence, the
differences in the dynamics of the models with different
values for k remain small (Fig. 2(a) and (b)).
From these results, we can conclude that steady naive
cell levels can be reached throughout life for any
steepness of our homeostatic renewal function. The
TREC frequencies A show a realistic decrease of almost
two orders of magnitude in all scenarios. To achieve
steady naive cell levels, the renewal rate rðNÞ increases
during life (Fig. 2(c)), i.e. the division rates increase with
age, and TRECs are diluted. To prevent excess growth
of the naive cell numbers, the cell death and antigenic
priming parameter d has to be sufﬁciently large. Since
the thymic output sðtÞE108 cells=day in the healthy
30-year-old adult, a renewal rate of rðNj30 years Þ ¼
0:001=day (Clark et al., 1999) with a naive cell level
N ¼ 1011 cells requires that dðNÞ ¼ 0:002=day:
Due to the homeostatic renewal, rðNÞ increases with
age (see Fig. 2(c)). Douek et al. (2001) show that Ki-67
levels of naive T cells change very little with age,
decreasing slightly in CD4þ naive T cells and increasing
slightly in CD8þ naive T cells. Thus, there are no data to
support the notion that naive division rates increase
with age. This can be taken as an argument in favour of
homeostatic death.
2.5. Homeostatic death
To consider the opposite extreme, let us now assume
that the only source of naive lymphocytes is the thymic
input sðtÞ; i.e. we no longer allow for renewal ðrðNÞ ¼
0=dayÞ: The possible Death Models can differ in the
death and priming rate function dðNÞ (Eq. (7)) by having
different values of the steepness parameter m: The
inﬂuence of m on the death and priming rate function is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Higher values of m cause a stronger
homeostasis, i.e. a death rate that increases more steeply
with the population size.
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Fig. 3. Density dependence of the death and antigenic priming rate
dðNÞ for different values of k ranging from 0 to 4. The horizontal line
shows density-independent death, as discussed in Section 2.3. d0 ¼
0:001=day and e ¼ 1011 =cell:
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Above, we showed that the simplest case, where the
death and priming rate is ﬁxed at d ¼ d0 (m ¼ 0;
horizontal line in Fig. 3; no density dependence), cannot
account for the TREC data because homeostasis is
necessary (see Section 2.3). Thus, we start by studying
models with a homeostatically adjusted death and
priming rate (i.e. m > 0). Combining the dðNÞ function
(Eq. (7)) with the naive T cell dynamics (Eq. (1)), results
in the following QSS equations for the naive T cells:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N% ¼ ð1=eÞ mþ1 sðtÞe=d0 ;
ð10Þ
and for the average TREC content
A% ¼

csðtÞm=mþ1
sðtÞ

m=mþ1

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ:
þ ðdI =eÞ mþ1 e=d0

ð11Þ

Thus, the QSS value of the average TREC content per
naive T cell A% is a Michaelis–Menten function of the
thymic output (more speciﬁcally, of sðtÞm=mþ1 ). Its
behaviour is completely comprehensible
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ in terms of the
two parameters c and ððdI =eÞ mþ1 e=d0 Þ: The higher the
value of m; the more the exponent m=ðm þ 1Þ will
approach one and the more the average TRECs will
approach a simple Michaelis–Menten function of sðtÞ:
Since sðtÞ decreases with age, we also expect the average
TREC content A to decrease with age (see Fig. 4(b)).
Panels (a) and (b) show the naive counts N and the
average TRECs per naive T cell A in several models with
density-dependent death and priming rates (m ¼ 0; i.e.
no homeostasis, to m ¼ 4; i.e. strong homeostasis).
Provided the homeostatic death is strong (i.e. m > 2),
the total naive numbers N decrease less than ﬁve-fold
(Fig. 4(a)), which is in accordance with the experimental
data (Fagnoni et al., 2000). The average TREC count in
these naive T cells decreases by more than one order of
magnitude (Fig. 4(b)), which is also close to the value
published in the literature (Poulin et al., 1999; Douek
et al., 2001).
In the complete absence of naive T cell renewal rðNÞ
in the Death Model, intracellular degradation of TRECs
dI is required to account for the decline in the average
TREC levels with age. This can seen from Eq. (4), and
can also be explained intuitively. As the naive T cell
numbers decrease, the expected lifespan of the lymphocytes increases (see Fig. 4(c)). When TRECs are
degraded at a ﬁxed rate dI ; the average TREC content
of the naive T cells decreases as the naive T cell
population gets older. The fact that TRECs persist for
decades after thymectomy (Douek et al., 1998) suggests
that the intracellular degradation is very slow. In order
to obtain a realistic ten-fold decline of the TREC
content of naive T cells with age, we have used a fairly
high estimate of dI ¼ 0:001=day in our simulations. For
the current decline of thymic production in our model,
lower dI values give a too slow and too late decline of
the average TREC content. Summarizing, for sufﬁciently high intracellular TREC degradation, we can
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Fig. 4. The totals N ((a) and (d)), average TREC content A ((b) and (e)) and the death and antigenic priming rate dðNÞ ((c) and (f )) of naive T cells in
ageing individuals with increasing strength of the homeostatic death rate: m ranges from 0 (no homeostasis) to 4 (strong homeostasis). Parameters:
s0 ¼ 4:48  108 cells=day; v ¼ 0:05=year; rðNÞ ¼ 0=day ((a)–(c)) or rðNÞ ¼ 0:001=day ((d)–(f )), dI ¼ 0:001=day ((a)–(c)) or dI ¼ 0=day ((d)–(f )),
d0 ¼ 0:001=day ((a)–(c)) or d0 ¼ 0:002=day ((d)–(f )), and e ¼ 1011 =cell: With the values of d0 used here, the naive count of a 30-year old is always
1011 cells, so no further scaling is necessary.

explain both the homeostasis in the naive compartment
and the observed decrease in the average TREC content
of the naive cells with a model where naive T cells do not
divide, and where homeostasis is maintained solely by
the density-dependent death rate.
If the expected intracellular lifespan of TRECs is
much longer than a 1000 days, one can still explain the
data in models where homeostasis is solely due to
density-dependent death, by allowing for a small
density-independent proliferation rate. Assuming that
naive T cells divide about once every 1000 days, i.e.
ﬁxing rðNÞ ¼ 0:001=day (by setting r0 ¼ 0:002=day and
k ¼ 0), and setting dI ¼ 0; is sufﬁcient for a realistic loss
of the TREC content of naive T cells with age in the
death model (Fig. 4(d) and (e)). Intuitively, this is easy
to understand because the small renewal rate results in
more dilution of the TRECs if naive T cells live longer.

3. Discussion
Homeostasis of the naive T cell pool in healthy
individuals is brought about by density-dependent
regulation of the renewal rate and/or of the death rate
of naive T cells. Observations supporting the ﬁrst
hypothesis are the high renewal rates in organisms with
depleted naive cell numbers (Cho et al., 2000; Goldrath
et al., 2000). Because the number of TRECs per cell is
diluted by renewal, the decrease in the average TREC
levels in naive T cells with age also seems to support the
naive T cell renewal hypothesis (Hazenberg et al.,
2000a). Our Renewal Model does indeed show that it
is possible to explain both the naive T cell dynamics and
the average TREC levels by a homeostatically adjusted
renewal rate (see Fig. 2). However, a number of open
questions remain.
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Firstly, consider the high expansion rate of transferred naive T cells found in mice with low peripheral
T cell densities. There is a consensus that the dividing
naive T cells change to memory phenotype (see Surh and
Sprent (2000) for review). Therefore, this form of naive
T cell renewal seems to contribute to the memory T cell
pool rather than to the naive T cell pool, and it seems
inappropriate to call this ‘‘homeostatic renewal’’ of the
naive T cell pool.
Secondly, Hazenberg et al. (2000b) argue that the high
levels of Ki-67þ naive T cells found in HIV-infected
individuals, where naive counts are low, are not an
indication of homeostasis. Antiretroviral treatment of
the patients brings the level of Ki-67 expression down,
while the naive T cell levels fail to normalize. This is not
what one would expect if homeostasis were the only
process involved. The authors suggest that a state of
general activation of the immune system rather than
homeostasis is the cause of the high division rate in
untreated HIVþ patients. This could also be the case
with the healthy Ethiopians with increased Ki-67 levels
studied by Hazenberg et al. (2000a).
The results of the transfer experiments and the Ki-67
data described above do not support the hypothesis of
homeostasis-controlled naive T cell renewal. However,
we still do not know how to explain them. Why does the
general state of hyperactivation brought about by HIV
(Hazenberg et al., 2000b) also inﬂuence naive T cells? In
what respect does this mechanism resemble the mechanism of depletion-triggered proliferation in irradiated
mice? Our models only show that homeostasis of the
naive T cell population is necessary to explain its slow
decline with age and the continued decline of its average
TREC content, and do not make a statement on the
mechanistic nature of the homeostasis.
As can be seen in Fig. 2(b), the average TREC
levels in the Renewal Model decrease only slightly
during the ﬁrst years of life, starting to decline in
late puberty. Zhang et al. (1999) also found a shoulder
shape in the dynamics of the average TREC content vs.
age per peripheral blood mononuclear cell. The point
of decrease, which lies slightly earlier in their ﬁndings,
is approached better if we use stronger homeostasis
(higher values of k; see Fig. 2(b)). In the current
investigations, the shoulder shape was due solely
to the use of a saturated ðk ¼ 1Þ or sigmoid ðk > 1Þ
density dependence of the renewal function rðNÞ (see
Eq. (6)). Comparable shoulder-shaped dynamics were
obtained in the Death Model when a sigmoid function
was implemented instead of the power function for dðNÞ
(results not shown). It is not known how, or even
whether, renewal and death rates depend on the total
population size. We have therefore chosen for a
conventional Hill function for the density dependent
renewal, and for a simple power function for the
density-dependent death. We do not expect the
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results to depend strongly on the choice of these
functions.
Returning to the issue of hyperactivation in HIVþ
patients (Hazenberg, et al., 2000a), there is an interesting corollary in the Death Model. Since homeostasis in
the Death Model is brought about by allowing for long
lifespans when the cell numbers are low, homeostasis is
expected to fail when the priming rate is increased too
much. Our death and priming rate dðNÞ in fact consists
of a priming component p and a true density-dependent
death component, e.g.
dðNÞ ¼ p þ d0 ðeNÞm :

ð12Þ

If, during an infection, an individual experiences a small
increase in the priming rate p; this would increase dðNÞ
and deplete the naive T cell pool somewhat. This can be
homeostatically compensated for by decreasing the true
death d0 ðeNÞm : However, if p is increased too much,
homeostasis will fail because perfect homeostatic
compensation requires the true death term to decrease
below zero. When homeostasis is at its maximum (i.e.
d0 ðeNÞm -0), naive cells have inﬁnitely long expected
lifespans, but nevertheless become primed at rate p: The
steady-state level of the naive T cells becomes inversely
proportional to the priming rate (i.e. N ¼ sðtÞ=p). This
could indeed account for the loss of naive T cells, i.e. the
apparent lack of homeostasis, in diseases like HIVþ
infection (Hazenberg et al., 2000a), and rheumatoid
arthritis (Koetz et al., 2000; Ponchel et al., 2002).
Shortening the expected lifespan of naive T cells by
increasing the priming or death rate, should increase
their TREC content however. Thus, to explain the loss
of naive T cells and their lower TREC content in HIV-1
infected patients, one would additionally require increased division and/or decreased thymic production
(Hazenberg et al., 2000a).
Two recent modelling papers addressed the TREC
content of T cells in patients infected with HIV-1. Lewin
et al. (2002) develop a model by writing equations for
TRECþ and TREC T cells. They predict the effect of
the various parameters of the model by computing
partial derivatives. Although the model is very different
from the ones developed here, and before (Hazenberg
et al., 2000a), the results are very similar. Because their
basic model has no density dependence they indeed ﬁnd
that changing thymic output has no effect on the
average TREC content. Ye and Kirschner (2002)
develop a much more complicated model with several
homeostatic functions. It is therefore not surprising that
their model can explain the loss of TRECs with age.
However, Ye and Kirschner (2002) argue that our
previous results were biased because we previously only
showed results setting the intracellular loss of TRECs
dI ¼ 0: Because thymectomized patients continue to
have TRECþ T cells decades after the thymectomy
(Douek et al., 1998), we indeed think dI is small.
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Importantly, however, we have shown here that one can
explain all data allowing for either a small intracellular
decay and/or for infrequent naive T cell division,
provided naive T cell numbers are homeostatically
regulated.
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